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II. The Experimental Design 
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A. Predictions based on Prevailing Economic Theory 
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#+I+'/&30 /(#+$(3D5$ 3= /(+ 5&==+#+0/ /F@+$ 3= @D*F+#$ *'#3$$ /(+ "d, L.9, *05 L.[2 e*)D+ P $(3C$ 
/(*/ H C&/( /(+ +G'+@/&30 3= /(+ @?#+DF $+D=&$( /F@+$H /(+ *''+@/*0'+ /(#+$(3D5$ 3= /(+ 5&==+#+0/ 
@D*F+# /F@+$ C&DD )+ (&4(+$/ &0 /(+ "d *05 D3C+$/ &0 L.[2 13#+3E+#, #+4*#5D+$$ 3= /(+ @D*F+#$i 
/F@+$, /(+ 3==+#$ C&DD )+ (&4(+$/ &0 /(+ "d *05 D3C+$/ &0 L.[2Ph e(+ /*)D+ *D$3 $(3C$ /(*/ 
'38@+/&/&30 (3834+0&V+$ /(+ )+(*E&3# 3= 5&==+#+0/ @D*F+# /F@+$2 K0 L.9, =3# &0$/*0'+, *DD /F@+$ 
8*A+ /(+ $*8+ 3==+#$ C(&D+ &0 /(+ "d /(+ $+D=&$( @D*F+#$ *05 /(3$+ C&/( D&//D+ &0+>?&/F *E+#$&30 
8*A+ 5&==+#+0/ 3==+#$2 X&8&D*# (3834+0&V*/&30 +==+'/$ *#+ *D$3 @#+5&'/+5 =3# /(+ #+$@305+#$2 e(?$, 
/(+ /*)D+ 0+*/DF &DD?$/#*/+$ /(+ @3C+#=?D +==+'/$ 3= '38@+/&/&30 30 &05&E&5?*D )+(*E&3# /(*/ *#+ 
@#+5&'/+5 )F /(+ =*&#0+$$ 835+D2  
Insert Table 1 about here 
K0 /(+ '*$+ 3= @#3@3$+# '38@+/&/&30, /(+ %X 835+D @#+5&'/$ /(+ $*8+ +G/#+8+ 3?/'38+ *$ 53+$ 
/(+ @#+E*&D&04 835+D C&/( $+D=&$( @#+=+#+0'+$ &= C+ #?D+ 3?/ /(+ ?0D&A+DF '*$+ 3= )i r 9p;2 e(+ #+*$30 
=3# /(&$ +G/#+8+ @#+5&'/&30 &$ /(#++=3D5T a&c *$ &0 /(+ "d, /(+ #+$@305+# C&DD *''+@/ 3==+#$ *)3E+ u 
)+'*?$+ #+I+'/&04 $?'( (&4( 3==+#$ &$ /33 +G@+0$&E+2 a&&c K= )i q 9p; /(+ #+$@305+# *DC*F$ @#+=+#$ /(+ 
(&4(+# 3==+#2 a&&&c 6E+#F 3==+# $i /(*/ 4&E+$ /(+ #+$@305+# D+$$ /(*0 fR @+#'+0/ 3= /(+ $?#@D?$ @#3E&5+$ 
*0 &0'+0/&E+ =3# /(+ '38@+/&04 @#3@3$+# /3 8*A+ *0 3==+# $ii r $i, #+4*#5D+$$ 3= (3C $/#304DF 
&0+>?&/F *E+#$+ /(+F *#+2 <E+#)&55&04 (*$ /(#++ *5E*0/*4+$2 %&#$/, &/ 4&E+$ /(+ 3E+#)&55+# * 830+/*#F 
@*F3== 3= aPJ$iic2 X+'305, &/ #+5?'+$ /(+ 5&$*5E*0/*4+3?$ &0+>?*D&/F C&/( #+$@+'/ /3 /(+ @#3@3$+#2 
e(&#5, &/ /?#0$ /(+ 5&$*5E*0/*4+3?$ &0+>?*D&/F #+D*/&E+ /3 /(+ #+$@305+# C(3 8*5+ /(+ 3==+# $i &0/3 
*5E*0/*4+3?$ &0+>?*D&/F2 K/ '*0 )+ $(3C0 /(*/, 5?+ /3 /(+$+ *5E*0/*4+$, &/ &$ &0 /(+ &0/+#+$/ 3= /(+ 
@#3@3$+#$ /3 3E+#)&5 ?0/&D *D83$/ /(+ C(3D+ $?#@D?$ &$ #+*@+5 )F /(+ #+$@305+#2  
 
C. Quantal Response Equilibrium (QRE) Models with Selfish Preferences 
e(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( C*$ 5+E+D3@+5 )F 1'\+DE+F *05 Y*D=#+F aPff[c *05 &/ (*$ )++0 $?''+$$=?DDF 
*@@D&+5 /3 8*0F 5&==+#+0/ '30/+G/$ &0 #+'+0/ F+*#$, #*04&04 =#38 *DDJ@*F *?'/&30$ aZ05+#$30, d3+#++ 
                                                 
Ph e(+ '38@?/*/&30$ &0 e*)D+ P *#+ )*$+5 30 /(+ *$$?8@/&30 /(*/ $?)I+'/$ A03C /(+ 5&$/#&)?/&30 3= /F@+$ /(*/ &$ *$$?8+5 
&0 /(+ /*)D+2 %3# /(+ "d /(&$ 4&E+$ ?$ * ?0&>?+ +>?&D&)#&?8 @#+5&'/&302 %3# L.9 *05 L.[ /(+#+ *#+ 8?D/&@D+ +>?&D&)#&*2 K0 
/(+ /*)D+ C+ (*E+ 5&$@D*F+5 /(+ +>?&D&)#&?8 C&/( /(+ (&4(+$/ $?$/*&0*)D+ +>?&D&)#&?8 3==+#$ &0 L.9 *05 L.[2  
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*05 Q3D/ PffRc *05 @#&E*/+ E*D?+ *?'/&30$ ad3+#++, Q3D/ *05 Y*D=#+F 9::9c /3 @?)D&' 4335$ ad3+#++, 
Q3D/ *05 _*?#F 9::9c, '33#5&0*/&30 4*8+$ ad3+#++ *05 Q3D/ 9::Pc, *05 *D/+#0*/&04 3==+# )*#4*&0&04 
4*8+$ ad+3#++ *05 Q3D/ 9:::c2 e(+ A+F &5+* )+(&05 /(&$ *@@#3*'( &$ /(*/ &05&E&5?*D$ @D*F 03&$F 
)+$/ #+@D&+$ *05 +G@+'/ 3/(+#$ /3 @D*F 03&$F )+$/ #+@D&+$2 X?)I+'/$ @D*F /(+ )+$/ #+@DF /3 /(+ +G@+'/+5 
*'/&30$ 3= /(+ 3/(+#$ C&/( /(+ (&4(+$/ @#3)*)&D&/F =3# =&0&/+ 5+'&$&30 +##3#$, )?/ /(+F *D$3 @D*F /(+ 
3/(+# *E*&D*)D+ *'/&30$ C&/( @3$&/&E+ @#3)*)&D&/F 5?+ /3 5+'&$&30 +##3#$2 %3# +G*8@D+, /(+ )+$/ #+@DF 
=3# * $+D=&$( #+$@305+# &0 /(+ "d &$ /3 *''+@/ *0F @3$&/&E+ 3==+#2 v+/, * $+D=&$( >?*0/*D #+$@30$+ 
@D*F+# #+I+'/$ @3$&/&E+ 3==+#$ C&/( @3$&/&E+ @#3)*)&D&/F2 13#+3E+#, /(+ @#3)*)&D&/F 3= #+I+'/&04 
@3$&/&E+ 3==+#$ 5+'#+*$+$ *$ /(+ '3$/ 3= #+I+'/&04 * (&4(+# 3==+# &0'#+*$+$2 e(?$, /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( 
@#+5&'/$ >?*D&/*/&E+DF $&8&D*# #+4?D*#&/&+$ =3# /(+ #+$@305+#$ &0 /(+ "d /(*0 53+$ /(+ =*&#0+$$ 
*@@#3*'(2 e(&$ *D$3 8+*0$ /(*/ $+D=&$( >?*0/*D #+$@30$+ @#3@3$+#$ (*E+ *0 &0'+0/&E+ =3# 8*A&04 
@3$&/&E+ 3==+#$ &0 /(+ "d2 X&0'+ /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( D+*5$ /3 $&8&D*# >?*D&/*/&E+ @#+5&'/&30$ &0 /(+ "d 
*$ /(+ =*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'( &/ &$ &8@3#/*0/ /3 A03C (3C /(+ &0/#35?'/&30 *05 &0'#+*$+$ &0 '38@+/&/&30 
*==+'/ /(+ )+(*E&3# 3= $+D=&$( >?*0/*D #+$@30$+ @D*F+#$2  
K0 * >?*0/*D #+$@30$+ +>?&D&)#&?8 a]L6c +*'( @D*F+# @D*F$ * 03&$F )+$/ #+@DF /3 /(+ 3/(+# 
@D*F+#$i 03&$F )+$/ #+@D&+$2 13#+ =3#8*DDF, D+/ Praic 5+03/+ /(+ @#3)*)&D&/F 3= /*A&04 *'/&30 i,,D+/ ueaic 
)+ /(+ +G@+'/+5 ?/&D&/F 3= *'/&30 & =3# 4&E+0 )+D&+=$ *)3?/ /(+ $/#*/+4&+$ 3= /(+ 3/(+# @D*F+#$,,D+/,A )+ 
/(+ @*#*8+/+# /(*/ 5+/+#8&0+$ /(+ 5&$/#&)?/&30 3= 5+'&$&30 +##3#$ *05 D+/ ` 5+03/+ /(+ 0?8)+# 3= 
*E*&D*)D+ *'/&30$2 e(+0, ?05+# /(+ *$$?8@/&30 /(*/ /(+ +##3# &$ +G/#+8+JE*D?+ 5&$/#&)?/+5 a*$, +242, &0 















/ 2 a9c 
K= /(+ $?)I+'/&E+ @#3)*)&D&/&+$ 3= /(+ *'/&30$ /(*/ +0/+# &0/3 /(+ '*D'?D*/&30 3= /(+ +G@+'/+5 ?/&D&/F 3= 
*'/&30 i *#+ /(+ $*8+ *$ /(+ @#3)*)&D&/&+$ Y#aic /(*/ *#+ 5+/+#8&0+5 *''3#5&04 /3 a9c )F /(+ +G@+'/+5 
?/&D&/F ueaic, * >?*0/*D #+$@30$+ +>?&D&)#&?8 @#+E*&D$2  
%&4?#+ P $(3C$ /(+ 3==+# 5&$/#&)?/&30 =3# /(+ "d &0 * ]L6 =3# /(#++ 5&==+#+0/ *$$?8@/&30$ 
*)3?/ /(+ +##3# @*#*8+/+# A2 K0 *DD /(#++ '*$+$ C+ *$$?8+5 /(*/ /(+ @D*F+#$ (*E+ '38@D+/+DF $+D=&$( 
@#+=+#+0'+$2 e(?$, /(+ =&4?#+ &DD?$/#*/+$ /(+ *)&D&/F 3= /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( C&/( $+D=&$( @#+=+#+0'+$ /3 
@#+5&'/ @3$&/&E+ 3==+#$ &0 /(+ "d2 %&4?#+ P *D$3 &05&'*/+$ /(*/ &/ &$ +E+0 @3$$&)D+ /3 4+0+#*/+ 
@#+5&'/&30$ 3= *E+#*4+ 3==+#$ &0 /(+ #*04+ )+/C++0 ;: *05 h:2 Q3C+E+#, $?'( *E+#*4+ 3==+#$ '*0 
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30DF )+ @*#/ 3= * ]L6 +>?&D&)#&?8 &= /(+ +##3# @*#*8+/+# &$ E+#F (&4( *05 * D*#4+ @+#'+0/*4+ 3= /(+ 
3==+#$ &$ *)3E+ [:2  
e(+ '38@*#*/&E+ $/*/&' @#+5&'/&30$ 3= /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( C&/( $+D=&$( #+$@305+#$ *#+ &DD?$/#*/+5 
&0 %&4?#+ 92 e3 '30$/#?'/ %&4?#+ 9, C+ *$$?8+5 /(*/ * '30$/*0/ +##3# @*#*8+/+# 3= A n h *'#3$$ /(+ 
"d, L.9, *05 L.[2P[ Q3C+E+#, *DD /(+ >?*D&/*/&E+ @#+5&'/&30$ #+8*&0 /(+ $*8+ *$ D304 *$ C+ 
*$$?8+ * =&0&/+ 5+'&$&30 +##3#2 K0 @*#/&'?D*#, /(+ #+I+'/&30 #*/+ &$ 5+'#+*$&04 &0 /(+ 3==+# $&V+ &0 *DD 
/(#++ '305&/&30$ *05 &/ C&DD 0+E+# +G'++5 :2[2 K= #+$@305+#$ =*'+ *0 3==+# 3= V+#3, /(+&# #+I+'/&30 &$ 
'3$/D+$$2 e(+#+=3#+ /(+ #+$@305+#$i #+I+'/&30 )+(*E&3# &$ '38@D+/+DF #*0538, &2+2, /(+F #+I+'/ C&/( 
@#3)*)&D&/F :2[2 L+I+'/&30$ *#+ '3$/DF =3# @3$&/&E+ 3==+#$, $3 /(*/ /(+ @#3)*)&D&/F 3= #+I+'/&30$ 5+'D&0+$ 
*$ 3==+#$ &0'#+*$+2 7&==+#+0'+$ &0 #+I+'/&30 )+(*E&3# *'#3$$ /#+*/8+0/$ *#+ 83$/ &8@3#/*0/ =3# 3?# 
@?#@3$+$2 L+4*#5D+$$ 3= /(+ a=&0&/+ *05 '30$/*0/c +##3# @*#*8+/+#, ]L6 @#+5&'/$ /(*/ /(+ #+I+'/&30 
#*/+ &$ D3C+$/ &0 /(+ "d *05 (&4(+$/ &0 L.[2 e(?$ /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( C&/( $+D=&$( @#+=+#+0'+$ 
@#+5&'/$ /(+ 3@@3$&/+ '38@*#*/&E+ $/*/&' #+$?D/$ '38@*#+5 /3 /(+ =*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'(2  
Figure 1 and Figure 2 about here 
e(+ &0/?&/&30 )+(&05 /(+ ]L6 @#+5&'/&30 &$ /(*/ *0 &0'#+*$+ &0 /(+ 0?8)+# 3= '38@+/&04 
#+$@305+#$ &0'#+*$+$ /(+ @#3)*)&D&/F /(*/ */ D+*$/ 30+ 3= /(+ '38@+/&/3#$ C&DD *''+@/ /(+ 3==+#2 e(&$ 
8+*0$ /(*/ /(+ +G@+'/+5 @*F3== =3# *''+@/&04 /(+ 3==+# aC(&'( &$ &5+0/&'*D /3 /(+ +G@+'/+5 '3$/ 3= 
#+I+'/&04 /(+ 3==+#c 5+'D&0+$ )+'*?$+ /(+#+ *#+ 83#+ *''+@/&04 #+$@305+#$2 K0 3/(+# C3#5$, &= /(+ 
0?8)+# 3= '38@+/&04 #+$@305+#$ &0'#+*$+$, /(+ +G@+'/+5 '3$/ 3= #+I+'/&04 /(+ 3==+# )+'38+$ $8*DD+# 
*05, /(+#+=3#+, /(+ #+I+'/&30 #*/+ &0'#+*$+$2 e(+ 5&==+#+0'+ )+/C++0 /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( *05 /(+ 
=*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'( '*0 *D$3 )+ &DD?$/#*/+5 &0 /+#8$ 3= /(+ +==+'/ 3= /(+ #+$@305+#$i )+D&+=$ *)3?/ /(+ 
3/(+# #+$@305+#$i #+I+'/&30 )+(*E&3#2 L+'*DD /(*/ * =*&# #+$@305+# &$ more,D&A+DF /3 #+I+'/ *0 3==+# &= 
$(+ )+D&+E+$ /(*/ *DD /(+ 3/(+# #+$@305+#$ C&DD 53 D&A+C&$+2 K0 '30/#*$/, * $+D=&$( >?*0/*D #+$@30$+ 
#+$@305+# &$ less D&A+DF /3 #+I+'/ /(+ 3==+# &= $(+ )+D&+E+$ /(*/ *DD 3/(+# #+$@305+#$ C&DD #+I+'/ /(+ 3==+# 
)+'*?$+ /(+ #+I+'/&30 &$ 83#+ '3$/DF /(*0 &= $38+ 3= /(+ 3/(+# #+$@305+#$ *''+@/2 X&0'+ C+ +D&'&/+5 
/(+ #+$@305+#$i )+D&+=$ *)3?/ /(+ 3/(+# #+$@305+#$i #+I+'/&30 )+(*E&3# C+ *#+ &0 * @3$&/&30 /3 
+G@D&'&/DF +G*8&0+ /(+ &8@*'/ 3= )+D&+=$ 30 #+$@305+#$i )+(*E&3#2  
                                                 
P[ \++@&04 /(+ +##3# @*#*8+/+# '30$/*0/ *'#3$$ '305&/&30$ &$ &8@3#/*0/ )+'*?$+ )F '(33$&04 5&==+#+0/ +##3# @*#*8+/+#$ 
=3# 5&==+#+0/ '305&/&30$, C+ '3?D5 4+0+#*/+ *#)&/#*#F '38@*#*/&E+ $/*/&' #+$?D/$2 e(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( C3?D5 /(?$ 03 D304+# 
4+0+#*/+ #+=?/*)D+ '38@*#*/&E+ $/*/&' @#+5&'/&30$2 K0 * #+'+0/ @*@+# Q*&D+, Q3#/*w$? *05 \3$+03'A a9::;c $(3C /(*/ *0F 
5*/* $+/ '*0 )+ #*/&30*D&V+5 *$ * >?*0/*D #+$@30$+ +>?&D&)#&?8 ?0D+$$ 30+ &8@3$+$ * @#&3#& 5&$/#&)?/&30*D *$$?8@/&30$ 30 
/(+ 835+D2  
  
P[
ZD/(3?4( /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( C&/( $+D=&$( @#+=+#+0'+$ *05 /(+ =*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'( 8*A+ 
'30=D&'/&04 '38@*#*/&E+ $/*/&' @#+5&'/&30$ C&/( #+4*#5 /3 #+$@305+# )+(*E&3#, /(+&# qualitative 
@#+5&'/&30$ C&/( #+4*#5 /3 @#3@3$+# )+(*E&3# *#+ /(+ $*8+2 N3/( *@@#3*'(+$ @#+5&'/ /(*/ /(+ *E+#*4+ 
*''+@/+5 3==+#, 5+03/+5 )F #, 3)+F$ /(+ 3#5+# $UG r $RC2 r $RC52 e(+ #+*$30 =3# /(&$ &$ /(*/ /(+ 
$/*/&$/&'*D +==+'/, C(&'( &$ *D$3 @#+$+0/ &0 /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'(, (*$ * 538&0*/&04 +==+'/ 30 /(+ 
@#3@3$+#$i #+I+'/&30 #&$A2 e(?$ *D/(3?4( +*'( &05&E&5?*D #+$@305+# ?05+# #+$@305+# '38@+/&/&30 &$ 
83#+ D&A+DF /3 #+I+'/ * D3C @3$&/&E+ 3==+# &0, $*F, L.[ /(*0 &0 /(+ "d, /(+ @#3)*)&D&/F /(*/ 30+ 3= /(+ 
=&E+ '38@+/&04 #+$@305+#$ C&DD *''+@/ /(+ 3==+# &0 L.[ &$ (&4(+# /(*0 /(+ @#3)*)&D&/F /(*/ /(+ 30DF 
#+$@305+# C&DD *''+@/ &0 /(+ "d2 7?+ /3 /(+ D3C+# #+I+'/&30 #&$A &0 L.[, /(+ $+D=&$( @#3@3$+#$ C&DD, 
/(+#+=3#+, 8*A+ D3C+# 3==+#$ 30 *E+#*4+2  
%3# Y.9, /(+ #+$@305+#$i 5+'&$&30 +##3#$ &8@DF /(*/ /(+F C&DD $38+/&8+$ #+I+'/ )3/( 3==+#$, &0 
@*#/&'?D*# &= /(+F *#+ D3C, *05 $38+/&8+$ /(+F C&DD '(33$+ /(+ D3C+# 3= /(+ /C3 3==+#$2 %3# * 4&E+0 
5+'&$&30 +##3#, ]L6 ?0*8)&4?3?$DF @#+5&'/$ /(*/ /(+ @#3@3$+#$ 8*A+ (&4(+# 3==+#$ &0 Y.9 /(*0 &0 
"d2 e(&$ =3DD3C$ $&8@DF =#38 /(+ $/#304 3E+#)&55&04 &0'+0/&E+ &0(+#+0/ &0 Y.92 e(?$, D&A+ /(+ 
=*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'(, ]L6 @#+5&'/$ $PC2 r $UG2  
e(+ =*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'( *05 /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( 8*A+, (3C+E+#, 5&==+#+0/ quantitative 
@#+5&'/&30$ C&/( #+4*#5 /3 @#3@3$+# )+(*E&3#2 e(&$ &$ 83$/ /#*0$@*#+0/ =3# /(+ "d *05 =3# Y.92 e(+ 
]L6 *@@#3*'( &8@D&+$ /(*/ *E+#*4+ 3==+#$ 3= ;: 3# h: *#+ 0+'+$$*#&DF *$$3'&*/+5 C&/( 8*0F 3==+#$ 
*)3E+ [: &0 /(+ "d a$++ %&4?#+ Pc, C(+#+*$ /(+ %X 835+D @#+5&'/$ /(*/ /(+#+ C&DD )+ 03 3==+#$ *)3E+ 
[: )+'*?$+ 0+&/(+# /(+ $+D=&$( 03# /(+ &0+>?&/F *E+#$+ @#3@3$+#$ C&DD 8*A+ $?'( 3==+#$ a$++ e*)D+ Pc2 
e(+ =*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'( @#+5&'/$ /(*/ /(+ @#3@3$+#$i 3==+#$ C&DD )+ E+#F 'D3$+ /3 $ n P:: &0 Y.9, 
C(+#+*$ /(+ '?8?D*/&E+ +==+'/$ 3= 03&$F )+$/ #+@DF )+(*E&3# &8@DF /(*/ /(+ @#3@3$+#$i 3==+#$ C&DD )+ 
$&40&=&'*0/DF )+D3C $ n P::, +G'+@/ &0 /(+ '*$+ 3= +G/#+8+DF D3C 5+'&$&30 +##3#$2 e(+#+ *#+ /C3 
#+*$30$ )+(&05 /(&$ ]L6 @#+5&'/&302 %&#$/, /(+ #+$@305+# C&DD, 5?+ /3 5+'&$&30 +##3#$, 03/ *DC*F$ /*A+ 
/(+ (&4(+$/ 3==+# C(&'( C+*A+0$ /(+ @#3@3$+#$i &0'+0/&E+ /3 3E+#)&52 X+'305, /(+ '38@+/&04 
@#3@3$+# @?/$ @3$&/&E+ @#3)*)&D&/F 30 3==+#$ /(*/ *#+ $?)$/*0/&*DDF )+D3C P:: 5?+ /3 5+'&$&30 +##3#$2 
e(&$ '#+*/+$ *0 &0'+0/&E+ =3# +*'( @#3@3$+# /3 8*A+ 3==+#$ /(*/ *#+ $/#&'/DF )+D3C P::2 e(?$, /(+ 
5+'&$&30 +##3#$ 4+0+#*/+ $03C)*DD&04 +==+'/$ /(*/ 5#&E+ /(+ )+(*E&3# *C*F =#38 /(+ +>?&D&)#&?8 
5+#&E+5 ?05+# =?DD #*/&30*D&/F2  
K0 /(+ =3DD3C&04 C+ C&DD 03C @#+$+0/ 3?# +G@+#&8+0/*D #+$?D/$2 e(&$ 4&E+$ ?$ /(+ @3$$&)&D&/F /3 
*55#+$$ /(+ $/#+04/($ *05 /(+ C+*A0+$$+$ 3= )3/( *@@#3*'(+$ '30$&5+#+5 *)3E+2 K0 /(&$ '30/+G/, 
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(3C+E+#, &/ &$ &8@3#/*0/ /3 A++@ &0 8&05 /(*/ /(+ =*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'( *05 /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( *#+ 03/ 
&0'38@*/&)D+2 K/ &$ @3$$&)D+ /3 '38@?/+ /(+ @D*F+#$i +G@+'/+5 ?/&D&/F 3= *'/&30 &, ueaic, ?05+# /(+ 
*$$?8@/&30 /(*/ * @+#'+0/*4+ 3= /(+ @D*F+#$ +G(&)&/$ &0+>?&/F *E+#$+ @#+=+#+0'+$2 K/ &$ *0 3@+0 
>?+$/&30 C(+/(+# /(+ 8?/?*D $/#+04/($ 3# /(+ 8?/?*D C+*A0+$$+$ 3= /(+ /C3 *@@#3*'(+$ #+&0=3#'+ 
+*'( 3/(+# &0 * '38)&0+5 ]L6J%*&#0+$$ 835+D2 K0 @#&0'&@D+, &/ &$ @3$$&)D+ /(*/ /(+ @3/+0/&*D 
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IV. Experimental Results 
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RESULT 1: a) The,introduction,of,a,small,amount,of,responder,competition,by,moving,from,the,
UG, to, RC2, causes, a, large, reduction, in, the, mean, accepted, offer., Adding, three,
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UG, to, PC2, causes, a, large, increase, in, the, proposers’, rejection, risk,, moving, the,
money,maximizing,offer,far,above,those,in,the,UG., 
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RESULT 3: The, introduction, of, a, small, amount, of, responder, competition, by,moving, from, the,
UG,to,RC2,causes,a,substantial,reduction, in, individual,responders’,willingness, to,
reject., A, further, increase, in, competition, by, moving, to, RC5, causes, an, additional,
significant, reduction, in, the, willingness, to, reject., The, changes, in, responders’,
rejection,behavior,across,treatments,can,be,explained,by,the,belief,effect.,,
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&0/#35?'/&30 3= 3# *0 &0'#+*$+ &0 #+$@305+# '38@+/&/&30 #+5?'+$ /(+ #+$@305+#$i #+I+'/&30 #*/+ 
a'38@*#+ %&4?#+ 9 C&/( %&4?#+ Sc2 K0 *55&/&30, /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( ?05+#@#+5&'/$ /(+ #+I+'/&30 #*/+ 
=3# D3C 3==+#$ &0 /(+ "d *05 ?05+# #+$@305+# '38@+/&/&30 *05 3E+#@#+5&'/$ /(+ +G&$/+0'+ 3= 3==+#$ 
*)3E+ [: &0 /(+ "d2 L+'*DD /(*/ /(+ #+I+'/&30 #*/+ '*0 0+E+# +G'++5 [: @+#'+0/ *''3#5&04 /3 /(+ ]L6 
*@@#3*'( a$++ %&4?#+ 9c, )?/ /(+ #+I+'/&30 #*/+ &$ )+/C++0 b[ *05 P:: @+#'+0/ =3# 3==+#$ )+/C++0 : 
*05 h &0 /(+ "d *05 &0 L.9 *05 L.[2 e(+ =*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'( @#3E&5+$ * 0*/?#*D +G@D*0*/&30 =3# 
/(+$+ @(+038+0*2 K0 *55&/&30, &/ '*@/?#+$ /(+ 8*I3# 5#&E&04 =3#'+ )+(&05 /(+ #+$@305+#$i #+5?'/&30 
&0 /(+ #+I+'/&30 #*/+ ?05+# #+$@305+# '38@+/&/&30T /(+ )+D&+= /(*/ 30+ 3= /(+ '38@+/&04 #+$@305+#$ 
C&DD *''+@/ /(+ 3==+#2  
<?# 5&$'?$$&30 *)3E+ $?44+$/$, /(+#+=3#+, /(*/ )3/( (+/+#34+0+3?$ =*&#0+$$ @#+=+#+0'+$ *05 
5+'&$&30 +##3#$ *#+ 0++5+5 /3 +G@D*&0 *DD &8@3#/*0/ @(+038+0* /(*/ $(*@+ /(+ +==+'/$ 3= '38@+/&/&30 
&0 3?# /#+*/8+0/$2 K0 @#&0'&@D+, /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( '*0 )+ '38)&0+5 C&/( =*&#0+$$ @#+=+#+0'+$2 e(+#+ 
&$, (3C+E+#, 03 4?*#*0/++ /(*/ /(+ '38)&0*/&30 3= /(+ =*&#0+$$ *05 /(+ ]L6 *@@#3*'( C&DD 03/ 
8?/?*DDF #+&0=3#'+ /(+ C+*A0+$$+$ 3= +*'( *@@#3*'(2 e3 '(+'A /(+ @+#=3#8*0'+ 3= * '38)&0+5 
835+D, C+ '38@?/+5 /(+ 5&$/#&)?/&30 3= +>?&D&)#&?8 *'/&30$ 3= * =?DDF @*#*8+/+#&V+5 %XJ]L6 
835+D2 %3# /(&$ @?#@3$+, C+ '38@D+/+DF /&+5 3?# (*05$ C&/( #+4*#5 /3 /(+ '(3&'+ 3= /(+ @*#*8+/+#$ 
=3# /(+ %X 835+D )F ?$&04 /(+ $*8+ @#+=+#+0'+ @*#*8+/+#$ *$ &0 %+(# *05 X'(8&5/ aPfffc C(&'( *#+ 
@#+$+0/+5 &0 e*)D+ P2 e(&$ &$ E+#F &8@3#/*0/ )+'*?$+ 3/(+#C&$+ C+ '3?D5 #*/&30*D&V+ /33 8*0F 
5&==+#+0/ 3?/'38+$ )F '(33$&04 /(+ *@@#3@#&*/+ @#+=+#+0'+ @*#*8+/+#$2 e(+ 30DF =#++ @*#*8+/+# 
C*$, /(+#+=3#+, /(+ +##3# @*#*8+/+# / =#38 /(+ ]L6 @*#/ 3= /(+ 835+D2  
K0 %&4?#+ R, C+ '38@*#+ /(+ @#+5&'/+5 +>?&D&)#&?8 5&$/#&)?/&30 3= 3==+#$ *'#3$$ *DD =3?# 
/#+*/8+0/$ C&/( /(+ 5&$/#&)?/&30 3= /(+ *'/?*D 3==+#$ &0 /(+ =&0*D P: @+#&35$ 3= +*'( /#+*/8+0/2 e(+ 
$*8+ @#+=+#+0'+ *05 +##3# @*#*8+/+#$ *#+ *@@D&+5 /3 +*'( /#+*/8+0/ &0 3#5+# /3 4+0+#*/+ /(+ 
  
9S
@#+5&'/&302Pf B+ /*A+ /(+ 5*/* =#38 /(+ =&0*D P: @+#&35$ )+'*?$+ C+ ?$+ *0 +>?&D&)#&?8 835+D /3 
@#+5&'/ )+(*E&3#2 e(+#+=3#+, &/ 8*A+$ $+0$+ /3 /*A+ /(+ 5*/* =#38 /(3$+ @+#&35$ &0 C(&'( * $/*)D+ 
)+(*E&3#*D @*//+#0 (*5 +8+#4+5, &2+2, =#38 @+#&35$ &0 C(&'( /(+#+ C*$ D&//D+ 3# 03 '(*04+ &0 /(+ 
5&$/#&)?/&30 3= 3==+#$2 Z '38@*#&$30 3= /(+ @#+5&'/+5 *05 /(+ *'/?*D 3==+# 5&$/#&)?/&30$ &05&'*/+$ /(*/ 
/(+ '38)&0+5 835+D 8*A+$ #+8*#A*)DF @#+'&$+ >?*0/&/*/&E+ @#+5&'/&30$ a$++ %&4?#+ Rc2 e(+ D3'*/&30 
3= /(+ @#+5&'/+5 5&$/#&)?/&30 &0 +*'( /#+*/8+0/ &$ E+#F 'D3$+ /3 /(*/ 3= /(+ *'/?*D 5&$/#&)?/&302 %3# 
&0$/*0'+, /(+ @#+5&'/+5 835*D &0/+#E*D &$ 4&E+0 )F z[,f{ &0 L.[ C(&'( *'/?*DDF &$ /(+ 835*D &0/+#E*D2 
_&A+C&$+, /(+ @#+5&'/+5 835*D &0/+#E*D =3# L.9 &$ zP[,Pf{ C(&'( '3&0'&5+$ C&/( /(+ *'/?*D 835*D 
&0/+#E*D2 K0 *55&/&30, /(+ @#+5&'/+5 835+ =3# /(+ "d *05 =3# Y.9 &$ 'D3$+ /3 /(+ *'/?*D 835+2 e*)D+ b 
@#3E&5+$ * =?#/(+# &05&'*/&30 3= /(+ 4335 8*/'( )+/C++0 @#+5&'/+5 *05 *'/?*D )+(*E&3#2 e(+ 
@#+5&'/+5 8+*0 *05 8+5&*0 3==+#$ *#+ #+D*/&E+DF 'D3$+ /3 /(+ *'/?*D 8+*0 *05 8+5&*0 3==+#$ &0 *DD 
/#+*/8+0/$2  
Figure 8 and Table 7 about here 
e(+ ]L6 835+D C&/( $+D=&$( @#+=+#+0'+$ 8*A+$ /(+ C#304 '38@*#*/&E+ $/*/&' @#+5&'/&30$ C&/( 
#+4*#5 /3 #+$@305+# )+(*E&3# ?05+# #+$@305+# '38@+/&/&302 K/ &$, /(+#+=3#+, &0/+#+$/&04 /3 +G*8&0+ 
C(+/(+# /(+ '38)&0+5 ]L6J=*&#0+$$ 835+D '3##+'/$ =3# /(&$ C#304 @#+5&'/&302 K/ /?#0$ 3?/ /(*/ /(&$ 
&$ &05++5 /(+ '*$+2 %3# &0$/*0'+, =3# 3==+#$ )+D3C $ n 9: /(+ '38)&0+5 835+D @#+5&'/$ #+I+'/&30 #*/+$ 
3= bS2[, [f29, *05 ;;2; @+#'+0/ =3# /(+ "d, L.9, *05 L.[, #+$@+'/&E+DF2 K0 =*'/, /(+ #+I+'/&30 #*/+$ 
&0 /(+ =&0*D P: @+#&35$ *#+ 4&E+0 )F P::, [:29 *05 ;P2h @+#'+0/ &0 /(+ #+$@+'/&E+ /#+*/8+0/$2 e(?$, 
/(+ '38)&0*/&30 3= /(+ =*&#0+$$ *@@#3*'( C&/( /(+ ]L6J*@@#3*'( +G@D*&0$ /(+ >?*D&/*/&E+ *05 /(+ 
>?*0/&/*/&E+ *$@+'/$ 3= 3?# 5*/* >?&/+ C+DD2 
 
VI. Conclusions 
e(+ 8*&0 8+$$*4+ 3= /(&$ @*@+# &$ /(*/ )*$&' +'3038&' +==+'/$ 3= '38@+/&/&30 '*003/ )+ ?05+#$/335 
C&/(3?/ /*A&04 =*&#0+$$ '30'+#0$ *05 5+'&$&30 +##3#$ &0/3 *''3?0/2 B+ $?@@3#/+5 /(&$ @#3E3'*/&E+ 
'D*&8 C&/( * $+#&+$ 3= +G@+#&8+0/$ *05 C&/( /(+ 5+E+D3@8+0/ 3= *0 *D/+#0*/&E+ /3 /(+ @#+E*&D&04 
                                                 
Pf e(+ +##3# @*#*8+/+# &$ 4&E+0 )F .Q% :29PS2 X&0'+ C+ $+/ /(+ $*8+ +##3# @*#*8+/+# *'#3$$ '305&/&30$ &0 /+#8$ 3= 
XC&$$ =#*0'$, C+ *$$?8+5 /(*/ 830+F &DD?$&30 53+$ 03/ *==+'/ $?)I+'/$i )+(*E&3?# &0 3?# +0E&#308+0/2 `3/+ /(*/ * 
'30$/*0/ +##3# @*#*8+/+# &0 /+#8$ 3= XC&$$ =#*0'$ a.Q%c &8@D&+$ /(*/ /(+ +##3# @*#*8+/+# &0 /+#8$ 3= +G@+#&8+0/*D 
830+F E*#&+$ )+'*?$+ /(+ +G'(*04+ #*/+ )+/C++0 XC&$$ =#*0'$ *05 +G@+#&8+0/*D 830+F ?0&/$ 5&==+#$ *'#3$$ '305&/&30$ 
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=#+>?+0'F  P:x ;:x ;:x ;:x  
<==+#$  "d [: [: hh ;; h;2h 
 L.9 Pb Pb Pb Pb Pb2: 
 L.[ h h h h h2: 
Z''+@/*0'+ 
/(#+$(3D5$ "d hh ;; 9[ :   
 L.9 Pb Pb P[ :  











































































































aS29c    
h92: 




aR2bc    
;P2b 



















Note: X/*05*#5 5+E&*/&30$ *#+ &0 @*#+0/(+$+$2 Y.9 5+03/+$ /(+ 8*#A+/ 4*8+ C&/( /C3 '38@+/&04 @#3@3$+#$2 
"d 5+03/+$ "D/&8*/?8 d*8+, L.9 5+03/+$ /(+ 8*#A+/ 4*8+ C&/( /C3 '38@+/&04 #+$@305+#$, L.[ 5+03/+$ 







 7+@+05+0/ E*#&*)D+T *''+@/+5 3==+# 
 Y.9, "d, L.9, *05 L.[ 
Y33D+5 
L.9 *05 L.[ Y33D+5 













































































































Note: `?8)+#$ #+@3#/+5 *#+ 3#5&0*#F D+*$/ $>?*#+$ '3+==&'&+0/$2 L3)?$/ $/*05*#5 +##3#$ *#+ &0 
@*#+0/(+$+$2 6##3#$ *#+ /#+*/+5 *$ &05+@+05+0/ *'#3$$ 8*/'(&04 4#3?@$ C(+#+*$ C&/(&0 8*/'(&04 
4#3?@$ C+ *DD3C =3# *#)&/#*#&DF '3##+D*/+5 +##3#$2 e&8+ @+#&35$ *#+ 0?8)+#+5 =#38 HPf /3 : &0 
'3D?80$ P *05 ; *05 =#38 Hf /3 : &0 '3D?80$ 9 *05 h2  ---, --, *05 - 5+03/+ $&40&=&'*0'+ */ /(+ PJ, 






 7+@+05+0/ E*#&*)D+ +>?*D$ P &= /(+ @#3@3$+#i$ 3==+# &$ 
#+I+'/+5 )F *DD #+$@305+#$ 
Proposers *#+ /(+ ?0&/$ 3= 3)$+#E*/&30 
 Y.9, "d, L.9, *05 L.[ 
@33D+5 







































































































Note: `?8)+#$ #+@3#/+5 *#+ @#3)&/ '3+==&'&+0/$2 L3)?$/ $/*05*#5 +##3#$ *#+ &0 @*#+0/(+$+$2 6##3#$ *#+ 
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7+@+05+0/ E*#&*)D+ +>?*D$ P &= /(+ #+$@305+# 
#+I+'/$ /(+ 3==+# aL+$@305+#$ *#+ /(+ ?0&/$ 3= 
3)$+#E*/&30c 
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eZN_6 S  
Pooled,Probit,models,predicting,the,responder’s,rejection,probability 
 7+@+05+0/ E*#&*)D+T n P &= /(+ #+$@305+# #+I+'/$ /(+ 3==+# 
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Figure 1: Predicted offer distributions in the UG according to the quantal 

























error parameter = 9 (mean offer =23)
error parameter = 18 (mean offer = 31)
error parameter = 40 (mean offer = 40)
 
 
Figure 2: Prediction of responders’ rejection rate according to the quantal 
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Figure 7: Responders’ rejection rate in RC2 conditional on offer size and beliefs 
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Figure 8: Actual and predicted offer distribution based on the combined 
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